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FLOVES RFCD-8106 body trimmer for men
The RFCD-8106 trimmer is specially designed for men, offering comprehensive body care. It can be used for precision trimming of the
intimate  area,  armpits  and  chest.  The  soft  and  safe  ceramic  blades  significantly  reduce  the  risk  of  cuts,  ingrown  hairs  and  irritation,
guaranteeing excellent results. Thanks to its IPX7 waterproof rating, you can use the device in the shower without worry. LED indicators
provide information about the operation status. Accessories are included for convenient use.
 
Effective performance
The FLOVES device's advanced, soft and safe ceramic blades allow you to perform precise trimming of sensitive areas such as the groin.
Thanks to the refined design, the risk of cuts, ingrown hairs and irritation is significantly reduced, ensuring effective and safe body care.
Despite its high efficiency, the device works quite quietly. Before and after each use, it is recommended to use the included blade oil.
 
Safe use
The RFCD-8106 is equipped with an LED safety indicator, and with its IPX7 waterproof certification, the trimmer is designed for both wet
and dry  use.  Whether  you're  looking  for  quick,  gentle  touch-ups  or  in-depth  grooming,  you  can  use  the  device  in  the  shower  without
worry.
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Long working time
The RFCD-8106 trimmer is equipped with an 800 mAh lithium-polymer rechargeable battery that provides a long run time. This allows
you  to  focus  on  your  grooming  without  worrying  about  charging  interruptions.  It  only  takes  about  90  minutes  to  renew  the  device's
energy. 
 
Included:
Trimmer x1
Docking station x1
Comb attachment x1
USB charging cable x1
Cleaning brush x1
Oil x1
User manual x1
	Manufacturer
	FLOVES
	Model
	RFCD-8106
	Battery type
	lithium-ion
	Battery capacity
	800 mAh
	Charging time
	approximately 90 minutes
	Water resistance
	IPX7

Preço:

Antes: € 20.5041

Agora: € 17.99

Saúde e beleza, Shavers & Trimmers
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